Strategies for regeneration of heart muscle.
Regenerative medicine has emerged to the forefront of cardiac research, marrying discoveries in both basic science and engineering to develop viable therapeutic approaches for treating the diseased heart. Signifi cant advancements in gene therapy, stem cell biology, and cardiomyoplasty provide new optimism for regenerating damaged myocardium. Exciting new strategies for endogenous and exogenous regeneration have been proposed. However, questions remain as to whether these approaches can provide enough new myocyte mass to sufficiently restore mechanical function to the heart. In this article, we consider the mechanisms of endogenous cardiomyocyte regeneration and exogenous cell differentiation (with respect to myoblasts, stem cells, and induced pluripotent cells being researched for cell therapies). We begin by reviewing some of the cues that are being harnessed in strategies of gene/cell therapy for regenerating myocardium. We also consider some of the technical challenges that remain in determining new myocyte generation, tracking delivered cells in vivo, and correlating new myocyte contractility with cardiac function. Strategies for regenerating the heart are being realized as both animal and clinical trials suggest that these new approaches provide short-term improvement of cardiac function. However, a more complete understanding of the underlying mechanisms and applications is necessary to sustain longer-term therapeutic success.